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Choose HERRERO and you will enjoy technologically advanced, low maintenance
Steel Doors & Windows which will meet the latest performance requirements f or
insulation, weatherproofing and security and which will last for many years. All of
our doors are sensitively crafted to the highest standards in our own new modern
factory. The process of manufacturing a steel door – from rolling into shape and
welding to hot dip galvanizing and powder coat painting – is a complex one which
takes time and attention to ensure the end product is the standard people have
come to expect from us.
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PERFORMANCE
THERMAL PERFORMANCE
NFRC certified: One of the best energy performances in the steel windows industry, with values rivaling
high-performance wood windows. Factory glazing means products will ship with NFRS label a ttached to glass.

CONDENSATION RESISTANCE
Our Thermally broken line design greatly reduces the chance of condensation seen with most steel and aluminum
window construction. Product has gone through condensation resistance “CR” testing with the results - similar to
high-performance wood windows.

STEEL DOORS & WINDOWS BENEFITS
• Galvanizing process ensures that the window will be free from rust and helps to increase the window's lifespan.
• HERRERO by AMIGHINI Custom's Paint Systems is a multi-step process that combines optimum corrosion protection
with the highest weather ability. It performs perfectly for durability, protectiveness and decorative. It's proved by
experiments of long-term used and QUV that the fluorocarbon bond exist in metallic F-C paint would resist the
degradation from UV. The durability, protectiveness and weather ability performance make the perfect for long time and
low maintenance.
• Opening windows can be hinged on the side or the top and come complete with ironmongery that can be sympathetic
to the original or with a more modern look. They have a double weather seal and so exceed PAS23 requirements.
• Glazing decoration can be specified so tha t the window retains an existing leaded, Georgian or Modern glazing
appearance. The glass units are made up o f soft coat glass which helps retain the heat in a home, low ion glass which
draws the suns rays through the glass in the winter months, argon gas helps increase thermal insulation as well as the
added benefit of increased sound insulation and a warm edge spacer also helps increase thermal insulation.
• Doors are manufactured from either HW20 or HW40 steel profiles and complement the steel window in profile and style.
Single and double (French) doors are available and can be manufactured to very large dimensions.
• Doors are available with traditional mid rails and kicking panels or with large full height glass panes. Locking
mechanisms can be tr aditional mortise locks with lever/lever handles and shoo t bolts or concealed multi locking with
an internal handle. All windows and doors are manufactured to bespoke dimensions and designs and therefore ensure
that customers can specify what they desire.
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DESIGN OPTIONS
HERRERO by AMIGHINI Solid and Thermal Steel construction and manufacturing capabilities
allow for a level of Design Flexibility not seen in the st eel window and door industry.
- High performance glass options.
- Multiple glazing frame (bead) and m untin bar options.
- Unlimited door and window configuration.
- Mulling options that can create walls of glass.
- Radius and curved-in-plane designs.
- “Large format” oversize doors and windows.
- Screen options: fixed, or retractable.
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SLIM GREEN LINE ®
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SLIM GREEN LINE ®
FEATURES
1. Precision cold formed steel profiles.
2. “P” profile design.
3. 2 mm wall thickness tube with foam
injected.
4. Very compact profiles with minimal depth
and sightlines.
5. Low Emissivity double-glazing up to
37mm.
6. Choice of different glazing beads.
7. Zinc-magnesium pre-coating for corrosion

50.7

protection.

25.4

14.2
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VERSATILE LINE ®
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VERSATILE LINE ® HW-20
FEATURES
1. Solid hot rolled steel profiles.
2. “Stepped leg” design.
3. Material thickness up to 5mm.
4. Very compact profiles with minimal depth
and sightlines.
5. Low Emissivity double-glazing up to 27mm.
6. Choice of different glazing beads.
7. Appropriate for heavy-duty corrosion
protection.

24.7

36.9

55.2

28.1

42.5
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PURE LINE ®
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PURE LINE ® HW-40
FEATURES
1. Precision cold formed steel profiles.
2. “Stepped leg” design.
3. Material thickness up to 5mm.
4. Very compact profiles with minimal depth
and sightlines.
5. Low Emissivity double-glazing up to
27mm.
6. Choice of different glazing beads.
7. Appropiate for heavy-duty corrosion
protection.

55.0

36.0

53.5

24.8

39.0
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ECO-SKY LINE ®
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ECO-SKY LINE ® HMT-50
FEATURES
1. Precision solid cold formed Thermally
broken steel profiles.
2. “Stepped leg” design.
3. High density cast in polyurethane isolator.
4. Very compact profiles with minimal depth
and sightlines.
5. Low emissivity double-glazing up to 37mm.
6. Choice of different glazing beads.
7. Zinc-magnesium pre-coating for corrosion
protection.

57.5

6.0

44.0

61.0

16.5

39.5
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DOORS HARDWARE
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DOORS HARDWARE
LOCK MECHANISM
HOPPE USA HLS® 9000
Multipoint Swing Door Hardware
BENEFITS & FEATURES
. Multiple locking points for improved weather
..sealing.
. All stainless steel construction for superior
..corrosion resistance.
. Proven reliability in coastal environments.
. Low maintenance.
. Robust stainless steel latch and dead bolt.
. Mishandling device prevents accidental use.
. Made in the United States.

Single Point

Multi Point

<96”

>96”

DOORS HARDWARE
VISIBLE HARDWARE
EMTEK
Multipoint Lock Trim
BENEFITS & FEATURES
. Variety of designs to choose from.
. Lifetime limited warranty.
. Ability to add dummy pair.
. Multi Point Locks offer multiple latching points
..with one locking mechanism.
. Made in the United States.

Door Configuration #5

Keyed with
Euro Profile Cylinder
(for active door)

8-1/2"
3-5/8"

1-13/16"
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WINDOWS HARDWARE
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WINDOWS HARDWARE
STEEL WINDOWS FITTINGS (SWF)
BENEFITS & FEATURES
. A Duplex window handle that gives 2 locking
..points operated from the single handle.
. Often used for windows above 1300mm.
. Backplate can be replaced with a 2 hole version ..(screw or rivet).
. Available in several finishes or matching RAL

600mm
750mm
900mm
1050mm
1200mm

Also available:
SWF Single point and triple point Window lock handle rtt
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WINDOWS ACCESSORIES
STEEL WINDOWS FITTINGS (SWF)

B59 OG - Classic Slide Stay Butterfly.
Code: B59 Slide Stay OG Butterfly
Features a butterfly turn to secure the stay and window in any
desired position. Has a restrictor device for added security
and safety. Suitable for both residential and commercial properties. For outside glaze (O7G) applications.
2 sizes available and all suitable brackets supplied for open
out/outside glaze configured windows. Use screws suitable
for M5 countersunk holes. Please contact us for information
information for inside glaze (I/G) aplplications.

B395 - Straight Classic Peg Stay
Code: B395 Peg Stay
A classic straight peg stay suitable for both residential and
commercial properties. Fit to the window using B375 or S375
fixing brackets. Full range of fixing brackets and accessories
available for variable set up configurations.
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GLASS
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LOW-EMISSIVITY GLASS
All surfaces reflect, absorb and transfer heat. Low-E (low-E) glass helps control heat transfer, making
buildings more comfortable, more energy-efficient, and full of natural light. The composition of our
insulated glass units includes internal glass panels and external glass panels. They are separated by
a "space bar", which creates a space injected with argon.
How is Low-E glass made?
Over the past three decades, technological advancements have produced systems and equipment
that can coat glass with a thin, neutral coating (such as a blade). These coatings are made of
extremely thin layers of metal oxides and other compounds to achieve specific optical and thermal
properties. Depending on the layer used, the paint can control light, reduce heat absorption or loss,
and obtain the desired color or aesthetics.

EXTERIOR

SUMMER HEAT
REFLECTED CUT

UV LIGHT
REFLECTED
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INTERIOR

WINTER HEAT REFLECTED
BACK INSIDE
VISIBLE LIGHT
PASSES THROUGHT

LAMINATED GLASS
Laminated glass Our laminated glass significantly improves the window's resistance to breakage,
adds color and sound control, and helps meet building codes and requirements. Laminated glass
is often referred to as "safety glass" because it can meet the requirements of various regulatory
organizations. Laminated glass may break, but debris tends to adhere to the plastic layer and
remain intact, thereby reducing the risk of injury.

GLASS
VINYL
INTERLAYER
GLASS

TEMPERED GLASS
In HERRERO we temper all our glasses. It is ideal when building codes or design specifications
require secure solutions. Tempered glass is four to five times stronger than annealed glass, and
breaks into fragments that are less likely to cause serious injury.

This will never happen with HERRERO
Condensation is formed by fluctuations in exterior
and interior temperatures. That is why we believe it
is essential to avoid it and it is for this reason that we
create profiles and glazing prepared to combat it.

The safety glasses we use are much more resistant
than ordinary glasses and also prevent possible
accidents in the event of breakage.

SUPER SPACER ® PREMIUM ENHANCED
Super Spacer ® Premium Enhanced delivers outstanding performance with high-quality silicone
material and desiccant, all while featuring sightline - a preferred choice among designers and
architects for beautiful aesthetics.

BENEFITS

FEATURES

1. Pleasing aesthetic appearance.

1. Low conductivity.

2. Superior resistance to ozone, UV

2. Edge-Seal durability.

light and oxidation.

3. Highly breathable flexible foam matrix.

3. Optimized energy savings.

4. High desiccant content for moisture absorp-

4. Enhanced environmental comfort

tion.

near windows.

5. High-quality silicone.

5. Excellent condensation resistance.

EXCELLENCE

6. Long-term durability.
7. Added value and differentiation.

1. North America ASTM E2188/E2189/E2190.
2. European EN 1279.
3. Canadian CGSB 12.8.
4. French Standard CSTB for CEKAL.
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by

GLASS

TEXTURE GLASS
To meet the challenge of ever-increasing energy requirements, the glass itself is one of our major
focuses. A variety of glass types can be combined in an insulated glass unit for thermal reduction,
as well as, tint controls, UV blocking and sound inhibition. We offer our textured glass option is ideal
for introducing visual interest while cleverly creating a sense of privacy, especially for bathrooms
and shower screens.

GREY

RAIN

CLEAR

AQUATEX

FLEMISH

REEDED

WATERCUBE

TEA

WATER RIPPLE

FROSTED

REED

PEAR GRANITE

GREEN
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BLUE

GLASS
GLAZING FRAME
PERIMETER

TRUE
DIVIDED LITE

SIMULATED
DIVIDED LITE

VERSATILE ®
HW20

PURE ®
HW40

ECO-SKY ®
HMT50

SLIM GREEN ®
TBSD

TRUE DIVIDED LITE

SIMULATE DIVIDED LITE

When using true divisions each piece of
glass is individual for each lite and this
reduces the square footage of the glass
and therefore allows for thinner glass
and ultimately less weight.

The advantages of the simulated
pattern starts with improved NFRC
U-factor values.

Beyond these advantages, the extra
material included in a muntin or bar
does increase the thermal conduction
and the result is a higher U-factor when
calculating the unit value.

Because the glass is not broken multiple
times, there is animprovement in thermal resistance and the unit values have
better performance values.
The simulated pattern will
also allow for a narrower width of the
muntins and bars.
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FINISHES
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GALVANIZING PROCCESS
The hot-dip galvanizing process has been used since 1742, providing long-lasting,
maintenance-free corrosion protection at a reasonable cost for decades.
Hot-dip galvanizing is the process of immersing iron or steel in a bath of molten zinc to produce a
corrosion resistant, multi-layered coating of zinc-iron alloy and zinc metal.
While the steel is immersed in the zinc, a metallurgical reaction occurs between the iron in the steel
and the molten zinc. This reaction is a diffusion process, so the coating forms perpendicular to all
surfaces creating a uniform thickness throughout the part.

CAUSTIC
CLEANING

FLUX
SOLUTION
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RINSING

DRYING

PICKLING

ZINC BATH

RINSING

COOLING
AND INSPECTION

CUSTOM´S PAINT SYSTEM
HERRERO by AMIGHINI Custom's Paint Systems is a multi-step process that combines optimum
corrosion protection with the highest weatherability.
It performs perfectly for durability, protectiveness and decorative.
It's proved by experiments of long-term used and QUV that the fluorocarbon bond exist in metallic
F-C paint would resist the degradation from UV. The durability, protectiveness
and weatherability performance make the perfect for long time and low maintenance.
POLYVINYLIDENE FLUORIDE CLEAR OVERCOAT
70°C during 45 mins.

TOUCH UP
DRY

FLUOROCARBON PAINT
100°C during 60 mins.

FLUOROCARBON METALLIC PRIMER
70°C during 45 mins.

MICACEOUS IRON COAT
100°C during 60 mins.

HOT-DIP GALVANIZING
100°C during 60 mins.

This will never happen
with HZ
The combination of the galvanizing
processes and the customized painting
system will achieve excellent rust-free
performance and prepare the surface
for all types of weather, also reducing
the maintenance of your doors and
windows.
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FINISHES AND COLOURS
FLUOROCARBON PAINT (Recommended for residential use interior and exterior)

BRONZE MACAO

SATIN BLACK

ITALIA BRONZE

MIDNIGHT BRONZE

RAL COLOR

METALIZED HAND PATINA FINISH (Recommended for interior use )

MADRID
BRONZE

LYON
BRONZE

VERONA DARK
BRONZE

BLACK NIGHT

QUEEN
SILVER

STORM
GRAY

SUPER DURABLE POWDER COATING (Recommended for commercial use, only Slim Green,
Pure and Versatile line)

BRONZE MACAO

SATIN BLACK
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ITALIA BRONZE

MIDNIGHT BRONZE

RAL COLOR
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UNITED STATES
WWW.HERRERODOORS.COM
#herrerobyamighini

